Infinity
Pod Spaces
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Spaces for a new
work landscape

Boss Design - Pod Collection

The workplace has changed and continue to
evolve. Offices and commercial spaces are
taking fresh approach to the typical work
environment. It is less about dividing space
and more about open free flowing interiors
that are playful and collaborative, with a focus
on expressing a sense of character and
individuality.
Pod evolution has come a long way. Originally
introduced to enhance and support breakout
space, pods have become rooms in their own
right, creating an area where creativity and
innovation takes place. Having long been used
as a place to hold meetings that require a level

of privacy, pods are now being used in a very
different way, helping us in the way we choose
to work.
We are witnessing a new wave of modern pod
that breaks away from the typical typology,
helping promote a more collaborative and
healthier work environment. Making happier
employees with less time absent from work.
With society moving away from the tradition of
the personal desk, our pods provide a
designated shelter for staff to physically and
intentionally carry out a task that requires
some ‘focus’ space. Improving an individual’s
concentration, safety and efficiency in their
space.
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Infinity

Boss Design - Pod Collection

Designed by Boss

Imagine a space with no limits or boundaries. A thinking space. A
creative space. A meeting space. Designed and engineered by Boss
Design, the Infinity pod brings architectural value and a striking
aesthetic to any workspace. Its panoramic glass aperture combined
with a slimline framework can blend seamlessly into any space,
providing a place of privacy for meetings or concentrated work.
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Focus & Private Spaces
Focused working can make the difference,
resulting effective collaboration.

Boss Design - Pod Collection

The set of actions that follows collaboration is
the output we are working towards, which is
work that needs specific space to focus. The
walls have come down but the need for quiet
semi-private space has increased.
Post-Covid, working at benches in close
proximity to others, or being reassigned to a
different non-territorial workplace every day
is not right for everyone. As an alternative to
cubicles focus pods offer flexible physical
distancing too.
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Infinity
Designed by Boss

Collaboration Pods
Collective intelligence
outperforms individual
intelligence. Collaborative
working can be defined as a
group of people from different
backgrounds, experience and
specialisations joining together.

Boss Design - Pod Collection

Our Infinity pods allow
Collaborative spaces to support
teamwork, they should ideally be
located adjacent to Anchor or
focus settings to assist in the
speed of development of ideas
and flow of knowledge.

Human Centric Lighting

Boss Design - Pod Collection

Simple, innovative lighting control.
With employee welfare fast becoming a greater
focus within the workplace, surrounding attributes
including lighting and temperature all contribute
towards health and wellbeing. Lighting devoted to
enhancing vision and comfort promotes an
individual’s happiness, mood and health.

Select the Weather (STW) lighting, which
incorporates Human Centric Lighting, is the perfect
accompaniment to the pod. Available within any of
the pods ranges, STW is a simple yet innovative
lighting solution using the latest LED control
technologies and Human Centric Lighting.

Human Centric Lighting is the means by which the
emotional wellbeing, comfort and productivity of
individuals can be improved simply through the
correct control of the lighting in place.

With four pre-set scenes - Calm Down, Energise,
Concentrate and Stay Alert - you have the ability to
set the scene. Warmer white light with slightly lower
intensity helps users calm down when facing high
stress. Cooler white light with higher intensity helps
users become more energised. For example in the
early morning when facing high stress, warmer
white light may be used.

The main benefits are that it can improve
concentration, safety and efficiency in workplaces
or educational environments. Created by changing
the colour and intensity of white light, the natural
circadian rhythm of a person can be supported by
using warmer (relaxing) light with lower intensity in
the morning and evening, and cooler (energising)
light during a typical working day.
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Lighting & Air Flow System
Designed for you, controlled circadian lighting and a subtle airflow
system create a comfortable and invigorating environment,
encouraging productivity.
Air Flow
CO² build up has been shown to be a key factor in increasing tiredness
and reducing concentration in the workplace. A ceiling-mounted ultraquiet fan unit controls Airflow from the surrounding environment is
channelled into the pod through a panel with a grill that maximises air
distribution.

Boss Design - Pod Collection

Air handling and circulation in the Infinity pod system is contained
within the services cavity, where a dedicated plenum houses the intake
fans, these quietly draw air from the ambient workspace and distribute
it into the pod via an air inlet which is positioned on the central control
panel.
Lower down on this panel is a passive air return, which allows air to be
drawn out of the pod and returned to the adjacent office space. The
dual speed choice enables the fans to circulate either 9x air changes
per hour, or 13x air changes per hour.
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Infinity Pods

Boss Design - Pod Collection

Infinity 1

Infinity 2

Infinity 3

Infinity 4

Infinity 5

Focus Pod

Three Person Pod

Four Person Pod

Six Person Pod

Six Person Pod

1500 x 2050

3000 x 2050

3000 x 3050

3000 x 4050

3000 x 6050
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Infinity Pods

Specifications

Features
•

Five sizes available

•

Touch Panel lighting control with four Pre-sets.

•

Overall Height 2325mm

•

Twin Power & USB charge.

•

PIR motion/occupancy sensor (passive infrared).

•

Discreet Airflow System in Media Wall.

•

Geometric perimeter LED lighting, PIR operated
with Circadian lighting feature (tuneable White).

Optional Extras

Acoustic fully upholstered Internal Wall Panels with
lift off Internal access.

•

Table upgrade

•

External Wall Panels in Oak Veneer or plain
laminate.

•

LED Signage

•

AV upgrade

•

10mm toughened frameless clear glass panels
featuring 2 levels of DDA compliant manifestations.
Glass to Glass mitre corner detail.

•

Writeable Glass Panels

•

Acoustic roof mats

•

Bespoke Manifestations

•

Powder Coated Frame (Any RAL)

•

Air conditioning

•

•

Boss Design - Pod Collection

Standard RAL Colours

Acoustic ceiling panels upholstered in Camira
Nexus Chalk.

•

1 x 10mm clear glass sliding door with soft open and
close to include DDA compliant manifestations.

•

35mm Powder Coated aluminium frame - White
RAL9003/Anthracite RAL7016/Black RAL9005.

•

Dedicated services wall faced in Forbo Charcoal
4166.

9005

7016

9003

Colour by Boss RAL

040 5050

070 7080

220 7010

130 3020

240 20 22

060 60 05
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PodFamily

Meet // Connect // Focus

Boss Design - Pod Collection

Infinity

Aspect

Qube

Telephone

Private pods for
quiet moments.

Pod Collection

Pod Collection

Pod Collection

A refined glass to glass architectural
space perfect for statement spaces
with connectivity for the modern office.

Loop structure with glass front
and rear to create unique spaces
to connect and focus.

A versatile architectural space
designed for flexibility.

Private Pods

Boss Design - Stool Collection
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